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the hamlet is a novel by the american author
william faulkner published in 1940 about the
fictional snopes family of mississippi
originally a standalone novel it was later
followed by the town 1957 and the mansion 1959
forming the snopes trilogy william faulkner 3
87 5 532 ratings357 reviews the hamlet the
first novel of faulkner s snopes trilogy is
both an ironic take on classical tragedy and a
mordant commentary on the grand pretensions of
the antebellum south and the depths of its
decay in the aftermath of war and
reconstruction the hamlet novel by william
faulkner published in 1940 the first volume of
a trilogy including the town 1957 and the
mansion 1959 the narrative is set in the late
19th century and depicts the early years of
the crude and contemptible flem snopes and his
clan who by the trilogy s end supplant the
dispirited gentry class represented certified
educator last updated september 5 2023 the
hamlet by william faulkner is a story that
focuses on two families the snopes and the
varners will varner is a wealthy man who
overview the hamlet by william faulkner takes
place in the fictional yoknapatawpha county
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mississippi in a rural area known as frenchman
s bend in the late 19th and early 20th century
it chronicles the rise to local power of the
snopes family led by the ruthlessly ambitious
flem snopes the hamlet is a cacophony of
vicious dirty laughs that punctuate his rise
to power and explain how it could happen that
a dehumanized underdog could gull a citizenry
and spread his unseemly tribe like a stealthy
fungus over an entire farming area
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the hamlet is a novel by the american author
william faulkner published in 1940 about the
fictional snopes family of mississippi
originally a standalone novel it was later
followed by the town 1957 and the mansion 1959
forming the snopes trilogy

the hamlet the snopes trilogy
1 by william faulkner
Feb 28 2024

william faulkner 3 87 5 532 ratings357 reviews
the hamlet the first novel of faulkner s
snopes trilogy is both an ironic take on
classical tragedy and a mordant commentary on
the grand pretensions of the antebellum south
and the depths of its decay in the aftermath
of war and reconstruction

the hamlet southern gothic
mississippi tragedy britannica
Jan 27 2024

the hamlet novel by william faulkner published



in 1940 the first volume of a trilogy
including the town 1957 and the mansion 1959
the narrative is set in the late 19th century
and depicts the early years of the crude and
contemptible flem snopes and his clan who by
the trilogy s end supplant the dispirited
gentry class represented

the hamlet summary enotes com
Dec 26 2023

certified educator last updated september 5
2023 the hamlet by william faulkner is a story
that focuses on two families the snopes and
the varners will varner is a wealthy man who

the hamlet summary and study
guide supersummary
Nov 25 2023

overview the hamlet by william faulkner takes
place in the fictional yoknapatawpha county
mississippi in a rural area known as frenchman
s bend in the late 19th and early 20th century
it chronicles the rise to local power of the
snopes family led by the ruthlessly ambitious
flem snopes
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the hamlet is a cacophony of vicious dirty
laughs that punctuate his rise to power and
explain how it could happen that a dehumanized
underdog could gull a citizenry and spread his
unseemly tribe like a stealthy fungus over an
entire farming area
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